! 8! are! a! few! factors! that! should! be! taken! into! consideration! when! estimating! their! contributions.!Firstly,!most!de#novo!missense!variants!result!in!deleterious!amino!acid! substitutions! (Table& 1),! and! their! individual! effects! must! be! considered! in! terms! of! structural! modification! and! functional! consequence! (binding,! dimerization,! catalysis,! post\translational! modification)! to! the! protein! or! isoform! protein! .! Secondly,! a! large! number!of!de#novo!missense!variants!found!in!the!same!gene!are!required!to!establish!a! significant! association! with! ASD! (Sanders! et! al.,! 2012) .! Thirdly,! de# novo! missense! variants! have! been! found! to! be! overrepresented! during! early! neurodevelopment! and! prenatal!development! (Parikshak!et!al.,!2013) .!! ! Interestingly,!there!are!numerous!recurring!variants!observed!in!ASD!probands.!These! include!various!types!of!DNVs!that!occur!in!coding!regions!of!SCN2A!(Sodium!Channel,! Voltage\Gated,! Type! II,! Alpha! subunit)! were! found! in! four! different! studies! !Iossifov!et!al.,!2012; !Jiang!et!al.,!2013; !Sanders!et!al.,!2012) .!We!also!know!many! of!the!recurrent!DNVs!have!been!associated!with!other!neurodevelopmental!disorders,! such! as! intellectual! disabilities,! epileptic! encephalopathy's! and! schizophrenia,! suggesting!there!is!high!molecular!comorbidity!between!these!disorders! (Iossifov!et!al.,! 2014; !Li!et!al.,!2015; !Poultney!et!al.,!2014) .!Cristino!et#al.!recently!demonstrated!there!is! significant! molecular! overlap! between! neurodevelopmental! and! neuropsychiatric! disorders! (Cristino! et! al.,! 2014a) .! Apart! from! recurrent! genes! containing! DNVs,! it! is! noteworthy! that! there! is! an! increased! frequency! of! DNVs! occurring! in! several! gene! families.! These! include! voltage\gated! calcium! channel! (CACNA),! catenin! (CTNN),! and! chromodomain! helicase! DNA! binding! protein! (CHD)! gene! families! that! appear! to! contribute! to! specific! ASD! phenotypes! (Bernier! et! al.,! 2014; ! Pinggera! et! al.,! 2015 ;! ! 9! Turner! et! al.,! 2015) .! This! increased! frequency! of! DNVs! in! specific! gene! families! highlights! related! genes! with! overlapping! function! contribute! to! biological! pathways! and! processes! associated! with! synapse! development! and! function,! neuronal! development,!and!chromatin!modulation!(Figure&1).! !
2.2.'Rare'inherited'variants''
In! contrast! to! DNVs,! inherited! variants! account! for! the! greatest! number! of! genetic! alterations! in! human! genomes! and! can! be! classified! as! either! common! or! rare! on! the! basis! of! their! frequency! in! the! population.! Although! both! common! and! rare! inherited! variants!may!contribute!to!the!development!of!ASD,!rare!variants!are!expected!to!have!a! larger!effect!than!individual!common!variants! (State!and!Levitt,!2011; !Stein!et!al.,!2013) .! Importantly,!recent,!WES!studies!have!successfully!identified!a!range!of!rare!inherited! variants!associated!with!ASD! !Lim!et!al.,!2013; !Toma!et!al.,!2013; !Yu!et! al.,!2013 
3.'Convergent'molecular'aberrations'underlying'ASD'
The! extreme! genetic! heterogeneity! found! in! ASD! represents! a! huge! challenge! in! attempting! to! understand! the! etiology! and! development! of! autism! (Betancur,! 2011b; ! Geschwind,! 2011) .! In! the! absence! of! any! specific! gene! responsible! for! the! majority! of! ASD! cases,! the! most! common! genes! only! account! for! approximately! 2%! of! ASD! (Abrahams! and! Geschwind,! 2008 
3.2.'Transcriptional'convergence'on'ASD'and'neurodevelopment'
Co\expression! networks! are! widely! used! for! investigating! the! relationship! between! genes! in! specific! spatial! and! temporal! contexts.! These! networks! are! emerging! as! a! powerful!tool!and!incorporate!recent!high\resolution!transcriptional!profiles!associated! with!human!brain!development! (Hawrylycz!et!al.,!2012; !Kang!et!al.,!2011; !Miller!et!al.,! 2014 (Parikshak!et!al.,!2013; !Willsey!et!al.,!2013 (Sullivan! and! Posthuma,! 2015) .! Therefore,! systems! biology! approaches! will! be! a! valuable! tool! to! dissect! specific! differences! between! disorders! (Cristino! et! al.,! 2014a; ! ! 20! Parikshak!et!al.,!2013; !Willsey!et!al.,!2013) ,!and!identify!functional!distribution!of!causal! DNA!variants!in!individuals!with!ASD! (Burne! et! al.,! 2011) ,! including! their! contributions! to! complex! behaviors,! such! as! learning! and! memory! (Cristino! et! al.,! 2014b (Schellenberger!et!al.,!2010) ,!BIND! (Bader!et!al.,!2003) ,!BioGRID! (Stark!et!al.,!2006) ,!DIP! (Xenarios!et!al.,!2002) ,!HPRD! (Prasad!et!al.,!2009) 
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